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Dear Friend,

Congratula�ons! You have taken the first step to helping your 
child reach their poten�al. The choices you make for your child 
can improve their chances of experiencing unobstructed 
breathing, a good night’s sleep, healthy development, a pain free 
life and certainly a happier one.

Airway Orthodon�sts, are dedicated to whole body health 
and are different. We are looking at WHY kids have crooked 
teeth not just at how we straighten them. It’s all about 
breathing well through the nose. To put it simply, bone is 
formed by muscle pressures and tension.  The muscles of the 
lips and cheeks push inwards and the tongue pushes 
outwards. When you have crooked teeth, your tongue has not 
provided balancing pressures against the face muscle pressures, 
so the jaws stay small in all dimensions, thus teeth have no 
room to come in straight. The reason the tongue wasn’t 
balancing the pressure is because it was postured low in the 
mouth to let air over it, not breathing through the nose. 

There are enough adults, walking around with crooked teeth that had braces and now have crooked 
teeth again, that have learned the hard way that Orthodon�sts are great at straightening teeth but 
don’t do anything about why you had crooked teeth in the first place, so you must wear a retainer the 
rest of your life or they will move. 

Airway Orthodon�cs recognizes that crooked teeth ie “malocclusion” in most cases is a result of poor 
oral habits that a child develops to survive due to improper breathing. Most of these habits results in 
poor facial growth and the jaws are not big enough for the teeth. To correct this, we must address both 
the breathing obstruc�on and the resul�ng oral habits that have resulted from it.  Some of these habits 
are present at birth and many develop in the first few years of life. These breathing disorders not only 
affect facial growth but have serious health consequences such as poor sleep, frequent sinus 
infec�ons, high blood pressure, behavioral issues such as ADHD, sleep apnea to name just a few.

To Your Child’s Health,

Dr. Bill Martin
P.S. You’ve taken the first step in providing whole body wellness for your child. Take the next step now,
and call us at 352-325-3077 to make an appointment for a customized diagnosis and treatment plan.

Introduction from Dr. Bill Martin
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Breath is life. It’s such a natural part of life that most people don’t even think about 
it. For instance, do you know whether your child breathes through their nose or their 
mouth? Most parents don’t know the answer, nor do they have any idea of the many 
health consequences mouth breathing can have on a child’s life.

Mouth breathing can change how your child’s whole body develops, as well as the 

can cause the upper arch to become narrower (due to the lack of lateral pressure); 
consequently, the mid-face will not develop normally, because the tongue does not push 
this part of the face outward.

The Way a Child Breathes Can 
Determine How Their Face Grows

#1
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Several things go wrong with mouth breathing. Mouth breathers are shallow breathers 

As the mouth dries out, the pH of saliva drops, leading to increased tooth decay. This 

#2 The Way Your Child Breathes Can 
Determine How Healthy They Are
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breathing is very common in mouth breathers.

system of the body. It’s associated with the biggest killers in the western world: 
high blood pressure, strokes, cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, diabetes, and even 

do each night to keep us happy, sharp, and disease free. 

The Way a Child Breathes Can 
Determine How Well They Sleep

#3
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We all know how much kids need sleep. Children, like adults, need to breathe well while 

the brain feels that the next breath may never come, it turns on all the body’s survival 

For children, this state of alert for the brain and body – along with lack of oxygen and 

The Way a Child Sleeps Can Determine 
How They Learn, Behave, and Perform 
Intellectually and Physically

#4
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What Signs Should You 
Look for with Your Child?

If you spot any of the following, you should speak with your child’s pediatrician and also 

our PDF on things to look for with your child.

#5

• Family history of sleep apnea
• Mouth breathing
• Snoring or heavy breathing when 

sleeping
• Night terrors
• 
• 
• 
• 

• Dark circles or “allergic shiners”
• Restless sleep
• 
• Awakening feeling un-refreshed
• Falling asleep in school or when 

riding in the car
• Crooked teeth 
• Dry mouth when awakening
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Airway Orthodontics Can Drastically 
Improve Your Child’s Life in Many Ways

sleeps, helping them to be a healthy, happy Peak Performer in academics, sports, and 

 

This way, we can help correct poor habits and help direct facial growth. We are 

all the teeth come in. 
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Dear Friend,

oral habits and addressing the habits, not the teeth. 

performing poorly. When I give lectures across the US 

“Oral Physician,” not just a Tooth Doctor, because so many things we see in the mouth are symptoms of 
greater problems with the body.

As a parent, I know you want more than anything for your child to be happy and successful Peak 
Performers (whatever that might mean for them) in whatever areas they might choose. It takes a team 

start seeing kids at birth and follow them to age 21. We work as part of your child’s larger team of great 
physicians, caring therapists, and incredible parents. 

Here is the formula for young and old:

1. Breathe gently through the nose
2. 
3. Keep the tongue on the palate at rest
4. Swallow without using facial muscles with tongue on the roof of the mouth
5. Good Posture (sit and stand straight)
6. Eat to nourish (eliminate processed foods and sugar)
7. 

There are no pills, no shots, no surgeries, no compliance-free appliances, and no shortcuts. Breath right. 
Eat right. Sleep right. Be right.

To Your Health,

Dr. Bill Martin
352-325-3077 to learn more!

Closing Letter from Dr. Bill Martin




